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Abstract 
Part 1 of this paper presented an explicit formula for generalized Jacobi polynomials 
of matrix argument. These polynomials constitute a complete system of orthogonal 
symmetric polynomials with respect to a multivariate beta measure. Zonal spherical 
functions on the Grassmann manifold may be expressed in terms of generalized Jacobi 
polynomials. and it is shown in Part 2 that they have an integral representation which 
generalizes the well-known integrals for Lqendrc and Gegenbauer polynomials of even 
order. In particular cases, this integral representation may be used to construct the zonal 
and associated spherical functions in terms of univariate special functions. 0 1999 
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1. Introduction 
In Part 1 of this paper, an explicit formula was given for the Jacobi 
polynomials P,,(X) defined by James and Constantine [l 11. Mere the argument 
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sositive definite symmetric 111 x 111 matrix with la nt roots lying between 
zero and unity. and the subscript K ranges over the Set ,, of ordered partitions 
of all nonnegative integers k into not more than HI parts. 
The P,(X) constitute a complete systern of orthogonal symmetric polyno- 
mials with respect to the beta measure 
where I,,, denotes the HZ x 111 unit matrix and 
B = r’,,(c)!r,‘,(n!r,!:(C’ - N). 
, * r,,, ;cr j J~;‘lll~ 4 r- rrrt t 9(‘. _ *,hLiirl; L::*_sl:!tC Cr:lyIqT~~!’ . f:~~!~ot,:~. The explicit formula (Part I’, 
Eq. (3.1)) for pi was expreised in terms of the author’s [4] invariant poly- 
nomials in two matrix arguments, but may be expanded in terms of zonal 
polynomials C, (X). i. E P, .,,,. ( < k, where P,.,,, denotes the set of ordered par- 
titions of the nonnegative integer l into no1 more than I?? parts. We refer the 
reuder to Part 1. Section 2 for basic results on zonal Tad invariant polynomials. 
The ?ames Con:~t~lntino [ 1 I] definition was moti~~ated by the fact that when 
(4 :..r 4 )I{ ( (’ z”z i tl the /)I, (X) provide the zontil spherical functions on the 
Gr&inunn n~anifold C; ,,,,,, ,,,, TIiis miiithld consists 01 the nr-diiiieiisioii;ll (non- 
orionted) planes p passing through the origin in real euclidcun r~pnce CFS”. Part 2 
of the prcscnt ptipsr is conccrncd with the zonril Sphei ical functions on G,,,,,, _,,,. 
Section 2 presents an integral formula (Theorem 1) For these functions which 
generalizes the well-known integrals for Legendre and Gegenbuuer polynomials 
of even order. This result, together with a useful factorization W E O(H). where 
O(n) is the orthogonal group of orthogonal /I x u matrices, is applied in Sec- 
tion 4 to construct zonal and associated spherical functions on G,,,,,, _ ,,, in terms 
of univariate special functions, for some small values of 111 and II. The factor- 
ization is based on a construction in Ref. [9]. The associated spherical functions 
may be regarded as generalizations of the spherical harmonics. 
Basic properties of the e,(X) required in Part 2 are as follows. The or- 
thogonulity property was derived in Part 1. Theorem 1: . 
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where b,, is the coefficient ot- c&%‘) in P,(X) (Part 1 Eq. (3.4)), and 
!I/,, = ;‘,,,,&~~(I,,, )/k*),,* . 
(,‘1._ I\ I\ 
(1.3) 
where ;q,,.(,, is the coefficient of C&4) in the expansion of C,,.(&). The general- 
.ized hypergeometric coefficient (a),,. and notation 4 f I< - I\: are defined in Part 1, 
Section 2. Explicit formulas were also derived for b, and &. in the case rat = 2 
(Part I, Eqs. (3.8) and (3.12), respectively). 
If &(Xj denotes the generalized Jacobi polynomial normalized to value 
unity at X = l,,,. 
k 
P,(X) = K(~)/K(L,). 
( 1) 
where Y,.(I,,t) = -ii?_+ - ~),G(L). 
. 
then the &IL) have the generating function (Part 1, Eq. (3.15)) 
x ,,F’, (c - a: -AH(f,, - XW)(dH). 
( 1.4) 
Eq. ( 1.4) generalizes B&.nan’s [2] generating function for the univariate 
Jacobi polynomials. Here ($I?) denotes the invariant measure on 
malized to have unit integral over the group. #I is Herz’s [8] Bessel 
matrix argument, for which Constantine [3] derived the expansion 
X 
,,‘F, (0: S) = 
c 
C’,,(X),lk!(tr),, . 
/( 0 I\! I’/, ,,, 
Hwlx sl10wecl tl1at 
O( III), nor- 
function of 
(1.5) 
(1 6) . 
. - 1 
where Z is 111 x II, KI is 11 x III, k’; KI = I,,, and (d& ) denotes the rnvanam 
measure on the Stiefel manifold I!,,,.,,, normalized to have unit integral over the 
manifold. 
As noted in ‘?art 1 e see Eq. (3.16)), Herz [S] raised the problem of con- 
structing :l com$ete system of generalized Jacobi polynomials, and considered 
the case p,AT,. With parameters n = 4 III, c’ = 4~ 
(1 7) . 
is Herz’s generalized Gegenbauer polynomial C~$~“““~~“‘-’ ) of even order. 
However, apart from the integral representation (Theorem 1 of the present 
paper), Herz’s results for this case do not appear to generalize to all p,,.. In this 
connection we may note that if T is n x nt then C,,.(U’VU) is a harmonic 
function of T for all K E P,,, qnd all complex n x m U such that U’U = 0 (see 
Appetldix A). However, only C(kT,( U’U’U) x 1 U’TI’“’ satisfies Herz’s defini- 
tion of a H-polynomial, which is basic to his approach. 
2. Integral representation of the zonal spherical functions 
2.1. As mentioned in Part 1, Section 1, G,,,.,,_,,, is isomorphic to the coset space 
O(n)/(O(nz) x O(n - m)). The orthogonal group O(n) induces a transitive 
group of transformations p --+ pH in G,,,.,j-,,l, where H E O(n); also, the plane no 
spanned by the first m coordinate axes in [Is” is invariant under the subgroup 
O(nl) x O(n - m). If V denotes the linear space of functions on G,,,.,,_,,, which 
are square-integrable with respect to the invariant measure dp on G,,,.,,_,,, then, 
‘1 under the representation T(H) of O(n) in V defined by 
mwil(P) = C(Pfo where < E V. H E O(n). 
V decomposes when tl)z < $1 into a direct sum of invariant subspaces 
v= +v,. 
h ,r P,,, 
where V,. carries the irreducible representation (2~) aaf O(U). Each V,, contains 
a one-dimensional linear subspace of functions which are invariant under 
O(ni) x O(n s I))), generated by the zonal spherical function 
where pK is the generalized Jacobi polynomial with parameters 
a = $n. c = An. ( 1) ? I. 
standardized to the value unity at X = jnr. The matrix X is a positive definite 
symmetric matrix whose latent roots are the squares of the cosines of the 
critical angles between p and Q. 
More generally, consider a second Grassmann manifold G,,,,,_,,. where 
172 Z$ 9 < Crt. and let V’ = ++,+p Vi. denote the space of square-integrable func- 
tions on-G,,,,,_,,. decomposed &to irreducible invariant subspaces. Then James 
and Constantine [I l] show that the intertwining operator which maps V, onto 
may be expressed in terms of ph.(X) with parameters n = &L c = in 
and X 1~ x ~1. 
In the case of the zonal spilerical functions. the evaluation of the right-hand 
side of Eq. (1.2) may be circumvented by use of the Peter-Weyl theorem (see 
Ref. [ 131, para 4.3 for example). This yields 
where ‘I,(K) is the dimension of the invariant subspace V,, A convenient 
formula derived from results in Ref. [ 121, is 
9,,(x) = 2”‘I7{2(k, - ki) - i + j}(Z(ki + ki) + t1 - i -j} 
i<j 
III * 01 
x ,v, { (2k. + m - t’ + l),l_l,,,_, (Zk,. + ftz - I*)}/ l7 (II - ZS)!. 
\ -I 
(2.3) 
where K E ,,,, 1~ < $I. and for tt = 2nz 
flT = 1 if k,,, > 0. 
l7- = l/2 if k,,, = 0. 
Unfortunately. we have been unable to prove that Eq. (i.2) reduces to 
Eq. (2.3) for all parameter values (2.1). However, Eq. ( 1.2) may be checked for 
no = 2 using the results for h,, and 9,,. in Part 1, Eqs. (3.8) and (3.12). Particular 
cases will be indicated in Section 4. 
2.2. We now derive an integral representation of the zonal spherical functions 
which generalizes the well-known integrals for the Legendre and Gegenbauet 
polynomials of even order. Consider the plane spanned by the WW, 
111 x II matrix 
(2.4) 
1 angles 
of the 
between p and the plane 7~~ spanned by the rows of the 111 x II matrix [I,,,. iii. 
then 
3 
I=; = cos’o,. j = 1.2.. . . . i’ii 
are the latent roots of 
x = .Yf 1 .H ; . (2.5) 
I;,i(X) = .I C,I[(.f 1 + i.;Y& )‘( .W I + i.;r/ 2KI)](dKl). (2.6) 
Proof. Using Eq. (1.6) and the invariance of (dK,) under K1 - K, H’, 
H E O(m), the right-hand side of Eq. (1.4) becomes 
and Eq. (2.6) follows. 0 
Theorem 1 generalizes the even-order case of Herz’s [S] Theorem 6.9 which 
gives the result &;” ), recalling that C&,,,(X) = 1x1”’ . 
We may note that Eq. (2.6) may bd written 
where $1’ = [I,,,, iI ,,,, 0] is nr x 12, 
potent matrix of the orthogonal 
the rows of .#. If we define 
z,(p) = c;.. +Y’E’)/), 
then Eq. (2.7) may be expressed 
(2.7) 
and E - .Y?‘M is the n x n symmetric idem- 
projection of R” onto the plane p spanned by 
in the form 
(2.8) 
(2.9) 
Weyl’s result ([ 141, p. 58) that for IN< $n the 
representation (2~) of GL(II, R), when restricted to O(n), decomposes into the 
representation (2~) of O(rr), having multiplicity unity, together with lower 
order representation of O(n). This implies that If ‘li [E] decomposes under O(n) 
into the direct sum of V, and certain V;. such that E, E P,.,,,, t’ < k. We have to 
show that CK( @‘E/l/) has no components in the lower order spaces. From Ey. 
(2.11) of Part 1 
C,( #‘H’EH ‘I/)C;(L’H’EHL)(dH) = c C;*‘(A. LL’)CFi(E. E)/C/&). I 
&K i 
(2.10) 
where A = #‘I/’ and L E GL(n. R). Since 1//‘/// = 0 we have 
A2 = 0 and tr ,,I = 0. 
Hence for l < k the basis elements (Part I, Eq. (2.12)) of the C;;” (A. ,!,L’) all 
vanish. and the integral in Eq. (2.10) is zero. But C; (L’EL) spans If ‘, [E] as L 
varies over GL(N. R); in particular it spans Vi., and so C,( ‘)/‘E Il/) must have 
zero component in this space. The result (2.9) follows. 
We may note that Eq. (2.9) is an extension of the result ([7], p. 17) that 
(~‘h)‘, where II and 11 are I?-vectors, ~‘11 = 0 and 101 = 1, is an eigenfunction of 
the Laplace-Beltrami operator on the unit sphere -V’--’ in II?‘. 
3. A factorization of orthogonal matrices 
To apply Eqs. (3.6) and (3.9) to the construction of zonal and associated 
spherical functions on G’,,,,,, . 1. we require an approach to the parametrization 
of @II) which is suited to the form of these results. Such an approach is 
provided by 
RS 0 
-S R 0 I’ 0 URl’ USZ, -= ’ 0 0 4, hr ]r I[ 0 z -lliS~v IVIRZ, + l&Z? I 
(3.1) 
Here SO(n) denotes the special orthogonal group of II x 11 orthogonal ma- 
trices with determinant + 1. 
Professor James has pointed out to the author that Eq. (3.1) is equivalent 
to the construction in his paper ([9]. para 7) for the case k = cl. in the nota- 
tion of that paper. This construction elucick~tcs the structure of Eq. (-3.1). We 
write 
where H, is nt x n and Hz is (n - m) x n, and consider the planes p and p’ 
spanned by the rows of H, and Hz, respectively; also let no and ~,l denote the 
planes spanned by the first m and last IZ - m coordinate axes, respectively. Then 
U'H, = R[V. 0] + S[O.Z,]. (3 2) 
w,'H? = -s[ v, o] + R[O, z,], (3’3) . 
w,'H? = [0,Z2]. (3 4) . 
The orthogonal matrix U thus maps the row vectors of H, into the set of m 
orthonormal vectors in p which make the critical angles 111, . . . . ii,,, with 7~~). 
Eq. (3.2) expresses these vectors in terms of their projections R[V. 0] and 
S[O. Z,] onto ~(1 and Al& respectively. The right-hand side of Eq. (3.3) defines m 
orthonormal vectors in pl in terms of R, S, V and Zi: W,'Hz expresses these 
vectors in terms of the rows of Hz. If we now define [O. Zz] to be a further n - 
2nz orthonormal vectors in pL, orthogonal to [O,Z,] and analytic functions of 
the latter, then Eq. (3.4) expresses these vectors in terms of the rows of Hz. 
An alternative approach to deriving Eq. (3.1) is to partition 
and construct Hi 1 = U/W by singular-value decomposition. ZI and Zfl are then 
uniquely determined by ZI = SW ’ bl’Ni?q CV, = --l-L, EY’, and are found to 
Wisfy ZI Z; = IV,’ I;ti = I,,,. Finally, US%, = Hz? _- F<RZ,, and if Zz is defined as 
above then tv, is also determined. As required, Eq. (3.1) expresses H in terms of 
4 w (/I _- 1) parameters. 
The appropriateness of q. (3.1) for discussing functions on G,,,~,,__-)~~ follows 
from the fact that it displays the decomposition of O(n) with respect to the 
subgroup O(nl) x O(n - nr). If the plane p is spanned by the rows of H, then 
E = tip, = [RKsz,]'[Rv.sz,]. (V _. 
i.e., as indicated in Eq. (3.2) p is spanned by the rows of 
.W = [RKSZ,] = [R.S. 0] ; ; . 
[ 1 
P) _ . 
Gt, .t, -111 is thus isomorphic to the set of right cosets of O(n) with respect to 
O(nl) x O(n -- nz) specified by R, C' and Z, , and may be parametrized in terms of 
admissible coordinates for these matrices, involving m( PZ - ~1) parameters (see 
Ref. [ 111, p. 185). 
The zanal spherical functions on G,,,.,l-,,, are functions which are constants 
on the two-sided cosets of O(N) with respect to O(m) x O(rz - m), and are thus 
functions of R. In terms of Eq. (3.1), Eq. (2.6) becomes 
r;,(P) = 
/ 
C,Y[(R + iSKII)‘(R + iSKll)](d&). 
. 
’ ‘VI ,, ,v 
where 
K, = &I 
[ 1 KP 
and KI I is nl x tn. From Eqs. (3.5) and (2.8) 
x,(p) = C,:[(RV + iSZli)‘(RV + iSZ1I)]. 
where ZI = [&I, Zl] and Zll is III x IN. The integral 
&(R’) = 
/ 
ZK(Pw5) 
L 
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(3 7) s 
(3 a> . 
(3 9) L. 
is equivalent to Eq. (3.7). The &R’) are orthogonal with respect to the mea- 
sure ([9], (7.13)) 
Equation (3.2) may be written 
The 
and 
I {Ij,,(R’)}‘(d(l) = ~/C&,(K). X 
invariant measure (dp) on G,II.,,_,,l is given (191. (7.10)) by 
(dp) = (do) (d U (dZi 1 
the invariant measure on O(H) may be written 
(dH) = (dPw-Ndw* 
(3.10) 
(3.11) 
(3.12) 
This result may also be obtained directly from Eq. (3.1). 
Eqs. (3.7)-(3.9) allow us to derive explicit expressions for the zonal spherical 
functions in terms of univariate special functions for some small 111. ‘The as- 
sociated spherical functions, which together with &X2) constitute a basis in 
V,, may also be constructed in particular cases. The dimension V,,(K) of V,( has 
been given in Eq. (2.3). We may also note that, when restricted to SO(r?), the 
representation (2~) of O(u) in V,,. remains irreducible except when II = 3~ and 
k,,, > 0, in which case the representation decomposes into the direct wrn of two 
equivalent irreducible representations (2~) of SO( II) (see Ref. [ 131,. 
4. Examples 
4.1. The CLISC 111 = 1, II - 3. The results in this subsection are known ([6.13]). 
and m-e presented only to illustrate the nlethod~: of Sections 2 and 3, and in- 
troduce notation required later in this section. G I.2 consists of all non-oriented 
straight lines p through the origin in IF!?. Under trklnsfbrnlatioil by O(3) the 
space of square-integrable functions on GI .J decomposes into the direct sum of 
irreducible invariant subspaces V, I,, carrying the irreducible representations 
((3)) of O(3). k = 0. 1.2.. . . Since ru < 4 II. Eq. (3.6) implies that p is spanned 
by the unit vtxtol 
.;/f = ( cos0. sin 0.0) 
i(,,Jp) tl= (cos0 -+ isin(lcos$)‘“. k = 0. 1. 2. . . , . 
and by Eq. (3.9) the zon;tl spherical function in VIAj is 
n 
the Legendre polynomial of order 3. In fxt, the terminology ‘2om~l spherical 
function*’ derives froni the fact that the Legcndrc polynomi~il is const;int on 
the ‘X~JS” 0 = constmlt on tlx splwc .(I ,’ in 2’. From Eq. (2.10) the I$, , 
iire ortliogcwil with rcslwt to tk tiit’;isiiw sin 0 dO.0 :< 0 < 4 fl, mid the 
integral 
where ‘13 ((k) ) = 4k + 1 is the dimension of VA , . is a well-known property of 
Legendre polynomials. This result also follows from Eq. ( 1.2) wifh 11 = i. c = G 
and, from Eqs. (3.7) and (3.1 1) of Part I. 
We may note that (- 1 )?Q) is the coefkient of cos% in fix ,( cos%) = 
Pzx_ ( cos (I). 
Next consider the construction of a basis for the (4 i- 1 )-dimensional space 
V (x ,. If we denote &, , ( cos20) by & j(p). then it basis mq be constructed b\ 
expanding fir, (pH) for H E O( 3 )* . for as tf va-it3 over O( 3 1. & I (p/f) mist spa;l 
Vfkj or else generate a proper invarktnt subspacc. n.hich would colitr;tdicf the 
irreducibility of Vth ). To parametrize H E O(3). we m;tjf not2 that H = H. diag 
( 1. 1, ~9) where C? = 1 H 1 and H. E SO( 3) and write 
(4.2) 
This faclorization expresses the result that ;t rotation in 12’ tn;tv be resolved ” 
into successive rotations, for example. about the A-. Z. ;ttid .Y-;isc’s: it mq ;ilso 1~~ 
derived from Eq. (3. I ). Then H is spanned by tlic row vc’cfor 
COSO’ = coso costi - sin 0 sin ri cos(I, . (4.3) 
sit1 (1’ . eil;j’ ‘kf COSO sill 0 -t sin 0 cos0 cos (:I + i siti (I sill t/j (4.4) 
and 
These equations define 0’ and II/’ uniqu4y in the range o ..: 0’ K” II. -n . ’ t/i r. I-L 
If COSO’ < 0 then ;I l~~rrametrization of form (4. I ) is obt;tincd bcf reversing the 
sign of .;/f ‘, but t$ I (p’ ) - RI, ( cos0’ ) holds sincc the Lcgcndr~ p&omial ib ot‘ M 
even order. We may exp;tnd plx , ( * ) wing the “gmmlized spherical hmctions” 
y!,.( cod) of Gelfand and Shapiro (see Ref. [6]). A useful referalcc for these 
functions is Ref. [ 131, Chapter I I I. It is convenicnf. t’or our pu~~post’s to define 
the t,, . l = 0.4, 1,:. . . . : II., r = 4. -( + 1.. . . . f. by the generating function _ 
([13], III (5.1.3)] - 
We shall be concerned only with integer values of 1, II, and I’. Basic prop- 
erties which may be derived from Eq. (4.5) include 
p,:,kJ = p:,,(=) = P _,,. _,.=: q),,(z) = P,(z). (4.6) 
p,:,.( -2) = ( - l)‘-,‘-t’y;, _,.(z). (4 7) . 
p,:,(z) = !-l)“-?Qz). -1 <z< 1. (4 8) * 
The F$. may be expressed in terms of univariate Jacobi polynomials ([ 131, III 
(3.92)). The composition formula ([ 131, III (4.1.7)) for the ei,. may be derived 
from Eq. (4.5) in the case I* = 0 (and hence in the case II = 0 by Eq. (4.6)), 
assuming Eqs. (4.3) and (4.4), 
Taking I’ = 0 in Eq. (4.9) 
and so t\ basis for V,A, is provided by the 4k + 1 functions 
y”‘(p) I=: e Irv f$y( COSO). I‘ = --a. --XT + 1,. . , ,2k. (4. IO) 
The ef,! ( cos0) are proportional to the associated Legendre functions ([ 131. III 
(X9.9)). and the II,‘“’ are proportional to the well-known harmonic functions. 
More generally, the spherical harmonics e- Ir”~~~, ( cos (I), r = -4, -4 + 1, . . . , e 
constitute a set of basis functions for a realization of the irreducible repre- 
sentation ((f )) of 0( 3), I’ = 0, 1.2, . . . They play a fundamental role in physics 
as solutions of the angular wave equation for motion in a spherically sym- 
metris potential field (see Ref. [_$I. Chapter 19); t and z- are then interpreted as 
the ;lngular momentum and magnetic quantum numbers, respectively, involved 
in the definition of electron orbitals, and the “sh;lpes” of the orbitals are in part 
determined bv the spherical harmonics. 
In part ic&r. q:“‘(p) = Pzk ( cos 0). the zonal spherical function in V,kj, and 
the remaining Yih’(p) are the associated spherical functions in ViAI. Applying 
Eq. (4.9) to the y,!“‘(p). 
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where 
and we introduce the notation 
Hence the (4k + 1) x (4k -t I) matrix 
‘L(H) = P:,:‘!H)) 
is the matrix of the irreducible representation((ZR-)) of c’(3) jn V,k, relative to 
tF,: basis (4.10): the representation is unitary. The basis appears as row II = 0 of 
ih!, When the representation is restricted to H. E SO(J) it remains irreducible. 
with 
TM. 1 = ((;(H. >I. 
4.2. The cust~ m = 1. II > 3. We shall construct &I using Eq. (3.7). For 11 > 3. 
I’~,,, _ I is isomorphic to the unit sphere .(f” ,’ in KY’ ‘. and WC may take 
k’, =I ( cos (/I,. sin (/I, cos+ . . . . sin (1,, . . . sin (/I,, I cos (1),, ?. 
sin (11, . . . sin (/I,, 3 sin (/I,~ 2 I’. 
(see 
v(k) 
0 6 CfJ, ?? ?? * ?? * (/I,, ._J < n. I+,, _-2 1 < IT 
Ref. [ 131, IX, para I. I ). Hence by Eq. (3.7) the zonal spherical function in 
is proportional to a Gegenbauer polynomial of even order. 
&A,( cos2(l) = 
f(QI7 - 1)) Jr 
fire +7- / 1). I) 
( CosO -t- i sin0 cost/+ )‘A sin” %/I, d$, 
(1131, IX (4.7.6)). Eq. (1.7) is consistent with this result since 
y- (cos[)) = (- 1)” (+f+~)#( -A-.;,,- 1 ++cos’O). 
From Eq. (3.10) the I!, > are orthogonal with respect to the measure 
{~T(~u)/L/;EI-(~(II - 1)))sin” ‘0 dO.O< (I< ix. and 
whcrc from Eq. (3.3 ) 
‘Y’,,( (/a) = ‘I 
-~+4k(ll-;,~:k)* 
II - z 
is the ditnenston of VA . This results also follows from Eq. (1.2) with II = 4, 
c’ = 4 II and 
I1 h = (-l)‘!($ - 1 +k),/k!. -‘f,h, = l($?),,. 
A basis t‘or ‘I’ h ([ 131. Ix (?.6.4)) may be constructed using x,X ,. but we omit the 
details. 
4.3. T/w c’tl.sc’ til = 2. II = 4. G2 1 consists of the 2-dimensional planes p passing 
throiyh the origin in X4. From Eq. (3.6) p is spanned by the rows of [RI,‘. SZ] 
where R == di;tg( I*, . I*: ). S = diag(.y . 0) rttid. since 111 = i/i. I ‘. Z E O( 2) where C’ 
h;ts nonncgkc colon 1 clcmcnts. For convenicnce~ in constructing pH we 
shdl t;tkc 77 to bc imy c,rtlmgcmul 2-t’t*;ttiw in Ip)%, 
[IO]. Eq. (7.9) Hence. it\ we define. t‘or I: = 5 I. 
(4.12) 
where 
ir,b!.~.~(P) = {:I + ill, coS($, - $1))” pXi - h (c- 1 ). _’ - 
which is independent of .q, hence of C’. By Eq. (3.9) the zone! spllerical 
runction in v, h l .h, ) is obtained by integrating over Z E O( 2). 
P,h, .I,,@ ) = _ :[p,(;_ )ph, &) +&(< )fi, /, (2. )]. : - (4.13) 
where < ~ = cos (0, h 02). From Eq. (3.10) these functiorlb a-c’ orthogonal with 
respect to the mewu-e d,l . d< . 0 < 1: j < < :< ! . and we haw 
. . 
II 
{PJR’J)’ d,’ cl< = l/Y&;). 
. . 
- _ _ 1 
where V_@i) = 5( 2k t I )TZ(k, - liT ) -+ Ii wh /i2 > 0. (3 + 4 j’ when k-2 = 0. 
Altwnatively, the r&t ma’ bederiv;d from the orthogonalitv properties of w w 
the Legendre polynomials. It also k~llows kom Eq. ( 1.2) with II = 1. c = 3. 
noting that 
Tlicsc ;ipparentIf- inconsistent expressions both ti~llow tkom Eq. (3.8) of Put I. 
and are cxxisistek with the distinctiorl betwen k,,, > 0 and k,,, = 0 in Eq. (2.3). 
We now construct ;‘L b;tsis for I’,,,, I,. by transSorming to p’ = 
Extending the notation for p to t-l ad 6.. 
where 
.M” = diag(p;, p:). .Y* = diag(a;. a;). 
Then 
p;$j = * , . o;o; = - ; , 1% I If I 
t]i = I.HiI tr(.#* ‘-ul-) = I-#;I tr{r($i - I~~)#~ ‘My). 
The following relations are obtained after some algebra, 
where lb; f=: I&l + &, j = 1.2. These equations have the same form as Eqs. (4.3) 
and (4.4) but. in order to apply q. (4.9) to the expansion of &(R*!), the 
constraint on 0 in Eq. (4.5) requires that we substitute 11,. = ,QQ,~~ where 
‘7, .o = sin (01 =+ r:,~&) > 0, and similarly for 4, and 11; . EC+ (4.9). then yields 
c I‘ (Y 1 c I e 
Substituting in 
we obtain 2(2k + 1)[2(k, - k?) + 11 basis elements in Vtk, .A:, when kz > 0. in 
accordance with ‘rJ( K) above, 
where u==-k,-k+l,.... k: ~=-k~-t-k~.-k,+k~+I ,..., k,-kz: c=lfiL 
When kp =z 0, the number of linearly independent basis elements reduces to 
(2k + 1)’ as required. 
Applying Eq. (4.14) once again. we obtain for k2 > 0 c 
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where in the notation (4.11) 
and 4,; = co& 0 < (j,: < n. Hence for k2 > 0 
(4.16) 
is the matrix of the irreducible representation ((Xl. X2)) of O(4) relative to the 
basis (4.15). If Eq. (4.16) is partitioned according to gi = k 1, ~1 = kl, then for 
H-, E W(4) 
Ttk,.k2,(H.+) = T”f+) 
The basis (4.15) thus displays the reducibility of the representation when re- 
stricted to SO(4). T” and 7”’ being the matrices of equivalent representations 
((2kl,2kz)) of SO(4). If & = - 1 we may write & = e*iK and incorporate 
-ui -tilt “‘I -tl’! 
c I ft into the exponential kctors. Then the elements of 
and ?“(N, ) may be written as r&,, ( xl. /Y,. ;lI ,tf;;,$ (22, /&, ;v7 
tE,[, (a, /&, ;+$$ ( 3~~. /3,, ;‘, ), respectively. This factorization arises from the 
underlying result that the Lie algebra of SO(4) has the decomposition SO(~) = 
so(3) @ so( 3) ([ 11, p* 197). 
When kz = 0, the (2k + 1)’ x (2k -t 1)’ matrix Ik.0, (H) 
The 
taco!,,,,,, = ~rrltf’:c”l’f2(,rl * _ _ 2 (d;, - 41:. i$, 6, - d&) 
x tf;,,.. (& + $3. ci_,. fj,+ cl&). 
211. I’l.112, I’? = -k:-k + 1.. . . .k. 
representation (2k) of O(4) remains irreducible when restricted to SO(4). 
The c’ase m = 2, II = 5. The zonal spherical functions have been obtained 
by the author for m = 2. IZ 2 5 and arbitrary \kl. kz). The expressions 
are complicated and will not be presented here, bu: are available on re- 
quest. Mowever, we may consider the case 112 = 2, n = 5, kl = k, (k = 2kl), 
for which C;,+i) = I,4 Ilit. Since nz < !, n, p E GZ.3 is spanned by the rows of ._ 
I 
has the elements 
.H = [RV, ?G&] where R = diag(P,, I-?), S = diag(sl .s,). V E O(2) has nonneg- 
ative column 1 elements, and 2 E SO(3). Then writting d = ) VI. 
where 
:/’ = diag(sl. de) = diag(q. 02). 
(4.17) 
We obtain 
&,;,(p) = [co? +I){<, + iI/, COS((b + t)b- )} 
-t- sin’ #{< I + irl _I cos@ - 11 -)}I” 
Hence, from 
(4.18) 
where & = cos(4 zt 0~). According to Eq. (1.7). &, = ((-l)“/(k + 1)) 
$5 (-4 q h -I- 1: 1: R’). These functions are orthogonal with respect to the 
measure : (<__ -- < + )d<+ dC_.O~li+l~~_~l,andfronlEq.(3.11) . 
where from Eq. (5.3) V5((kf)) = f(k + 1)(2k -t 1)(2k + 3) is the dimension of 
V,,; ,. To evaluate the integral directly, we note that ‘j-J. c, _k I?.( <+ )PI,.( < __ ) is the 
coefficient of yk in the generating function f’(x) = ( 1 - 2x5+ + z’)- “’ 
(1 - 2rJ??_ + 22) -‘y The required integral is given by the coefficient of (r/i)’ in 
the integral of j’(x)./‘(P) with respect to the invariant measure. The part of the 
generating function yielding terms (z/j)” is 
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i (s$)-‘~‘( 1 + $I) In{ (1 + (x/I)‘:‘)/( 1 - (x/II)“‘)}. 
from which Eq. (4.19) follows. The result also follows from Eq. (1.2) with 
a = l.c=$and 
1 
h,,l, = 2” -j k ()I k!, !Y 5 (k-;) = P(kf) I( ) 2 (& 
We may also construct a basis for V(+. Taking 1’ = 0, \t’ = e”)’ in Eq. (4.5) we 
obtain 
(cosx + i sin2 cos/$ = C! 2 
e-W’ ( cosx) 
I/ --( 
(c, _ ;,1;,,, + *1), 
. . 
and hence 
(4.20) 
A more useful expression for 7 may be obtained using the expansion the- 
orem in Ref. [ 13], 111 para 6.3. Th*is result is an application of the Peter--Weyl 
theorem: the l,‘,, ((/I. 0, I/I), being the matrix clernents of ;I complete system d 
irreducible unitary representations of the compact group SO(3). constitute a 
complete system of functions on SO(3) with respect to the invariant measure 
(4.17). Applying the expansion theorem to Eq. (4.20), 
(4.21) 
where 
(4.23) 
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=(-VW+ w+PY J (t - u)!([ -- r)! (Q+ u . )‘(r+c)’ . 
/ 
X c (-l)‘(E + j)!(s + j -p)! 
. j = m a u ( l , l . )  (t - j)!(j - u)!(j - c)!(j + k + l)! * 
‘ . 
(4.24) 
The summation C* in Eq. (4.22) extends over I’ > IpI, s > 141 such that 
r + s = k. The formula ([ 131, III (3.4.1)) for ei[. has been used to calculate $J, I’. 
To see that these coefficients are zero for 4 > k we refer to the Rodriguks 
formula for yf,. ([ 131, III (3.4.3)). The result follows by substituting z = 
cos0, ~os”‘~f)sin’~fO = 271 +z)“(I - 7)’ in Eq. (4.23) and integrating by 
parts. Note-that the properties (4.6) allow us to select the subscripts of efl. so 
that -U & 1’ are nonnegative integers. From the properties of the P:,,. 
We may now use Eq. (4.21) to expand ~(~2) (pH) in the case 
I 
(4.25) 
Although H was restricted to a subgroup of O(S), we may ask whether the 
functions defined by Eq. (4.25) in tact constitute a basis for Y,+. The number 
of terms is 
k 
(2(‘+ l)? = i(k + 1)(2k + 1)(2k + 3) = ‘rs((kf)) 
t 41 c 
as required. If &‘%il! is a null function then the linear independence of the t:,,, 
implies that n$,‘l. is null, \t’ = -C’, -C’ + 1 * . . . . . J. From Eq. (4.22) the orthog- 
onality of the p!f,_ for r > max( 1zdl. 1~1) ([13], III para 6.2) would then require 
that $r,, I. = 0 for I’ + s = k, w = -I’. -p + 1. . . . . t; but 2;:: (. # 0 by Eq. (4.24). . . * . 
The linear independence of the Y$(! follows from that of the emi”;’ t:,., for distinct 
triplets (8. II, 11). Hence Eq. (4.25) constitutes a basis for Vtk;). In particular, 
. . . 
smce s&&, = r!s!/ (k + 1 )!, the zonal spherical function (4.18) is 
and the remaining basis elements are the associated spherical functions. 
Properties of the n$:. include . . 
(4.26) 
The properties (4.26) imply that it is sufficient to tabulate the fl$:. for c’ = 
* ’ 0, 1,. . . hr = 0, 1,. . . (: 1’ = ---II. --tl + 2,. . . , II (see Table 1). 
If:,‘(p) and $$),, , , (p) are orthogonal with respect to the invariant measure 
(dp)’ (Eq. (3.12)) for (A-,. /. IL l*) # (k;. f’, ~1’. 1~‘). For k; > kl this implies the 
following orthogonality property of the l7$:., 
0 
1 
I 
I 
7 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
0 
0 
-1 
1 
0 
-1 
1 
7 -a 
0 
2 
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forII=O,l,..., k:r=--6,--U-l,..., L 
4.5. T/IV c’ilsc-J Ill = 3.11 = 6. For ta > 2 no general formula exists for C,(A). 
However, to show we are not entirely restricted to ~tz = 2 we consider 
no = 3. II = 6, K = (L-f), for which C$, (‘4) = (A(“‘. Any p E CJ.3 is spanned by 
the rows of [RI/. SZ]. where R = di&( I*, .I-?, I-J), I/ and Z E 0( 3), and I/ has 
nonnegative column 1 elements. Equivalently, p is spanned by the rows of 
.;Y = [RV+,dSZ,]. 
where V+,Z, E SO(3) a.nd d = IVIIZI. Writing Q = Z, V[ E SO(3). 
Gus:, = IR + idSQI’“‘. 
and if we take Q in the form (4.2) with parameters (<b. 0, rl/), then 
(4.27) 
where 
,?nd the summation extends over r gzz I/II. s 2 It/l such that I* -t- s = 2 . The 
coefficients r:‘::,,, wer efined c?, ’ in Eq. (4.24). Basic properties of the f ,:,i., are 
= f-$:,(0. d) = l-f::,, _, (0. * . \ .” 
f;‘;;.,(O.d) = l-j:lj~.(~~. -d). . . . . % . 
(see Table 2). A basis in IQ, may be constructed by first transforming to 
where I 
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The Batter expression is the coefficient of [PA1 in the expansion of 
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